
 
 

HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN SESSION CASE 

IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL SESSION JUDGE BILASIPARA 

Present:-   Smti S. Bhuyan, AJS 

         Additional Session Judge, Bilasipara  

Session Case No- 288 of 13 

u/s 25(1-A) of Arms Act  and section 4 of the  

Explosive Substances Act. 

                        STATE 

                        Versus 

Harjiban Kumar Nath. 

                            Accused person 

(Committed by Sri Y. Azaz, then learned SDJM, Bilasipara in GR (BLP) case 

No- 227/05 u/s 25(1-A) Arms Act r/w section 3/4 Explosive Substances Act) 

 

Advocate appeared:- 

For the state:-Mr. T. Kr. Bhattacharya, Addl. P.P 

For the accused:- Mr. Shanti Uddin Sk., Advocate. 

Date of institution of the case   :- 19-09-05 

Date of commitment               :- 07-10-13 

Date of Framing charge           :- 06-01-14  

Date of prosecution evidence     :- 19-01-15, 04-03-15, 11-06-15, 15-07-15, 

             07-09-16, 14-09-17, 20-12-17 

Statement of accused recorded on  :- 03-01-18  

Date of Argument                       :- 03-01-18 

Judgment delivered                 :- 11-01-18 
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JUDGMENT 

Prosecution Case 

1. Prosecution case in brief is that on 19-09-05 R.S. Balapurkar, Dy. 

Commandant of 29 Bn. C.R.P.F lodged an FIR against Harjiban Kumar Nath 

citing that during counter insurgency operation carried out by F company29 

Bn. C.R.P.F  in the Lakhiganj and Bilasipara area they  had recovered i) hand 

grenade H.E No.-36 MK-I ( lot no. 54 N OK-98) ii) Live round of 7.62 X 51 

mm lot No. ( M80-0FV,89, 91, 93, 94) total four round iii) One igniter set  iv) 

Empty case of 7.62 mm X 39 mm from the house of accused Harjiban Kumar 

Nath  and accordingly arrested the said accused and handed over him to the 

Bilasipara PS. 

 

Investigation 

 

2. Officer-in-charge of Bilasipara police station on receiving the ejahar from 

informant R.S. Balapurkar, Dy. Commandant 29 BN CRPF Salakati registered 

a police case vide no. Bilasipara police case No. 227/05 under Section 25(1-A) 

Arms Act r/w section 3/4 E.S. Act and SI A.A. Baig was entrusted to conduct 

the investigation of the case. In course of investigation I/O visited place of 

occurrence, recorded statement of witnesses, seized articles vide Ext 1 and 

after completion of investigation submitted charge sheet against the accused 

person named herein above u/s 25(1-A) Arms Act r/w section 3/4 E.S. Act. 

Committal 

3. On receipt of the charge sheet, then Learned SDJM (M), Bilasipara took 

cognizance and after furnishing necessary copies to accused person 

committed the case before the Learned. Sessions Judge, Dhubri for trial and 

Learned Session Judge, Dhubri made over the case to this court for trial. 

Charge 

4. My then Ld. Predecessor after hearing learned counsel for both sides and 

perusal of material on record framed charge u/s 25(1-A) of Arms Act  and 

section 4 of the Explosive Substances Act against the accused person 

Harjiban Nath and when charges read over and explained to the accused 

person he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  
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Trial 

5. In order to prove the prosecution charges against the accused person, 

prosecution adduce evidence of all together 9 number of witnesses and 

exhibited 4 no of documents.  PW-1 Sudhir Ch. Nath, PW-2  Narayan Nath, 

PW-3 Anupama Devi, PW-4 Sirajul Hoque, PW-5 Lakhi Kanta Nath, PW-6 Hav. 

Sukra Bahadur Lama, PW-7 Bani Kanta Sharma, PW-8 Md. Nur Uddin, PW-9 

R.S. Bala Purkar. Ext 1 Seizure list, Ext 2 Armour report, Ext 3 Chargesheet, 

Ext 4 Ejahar. After closure of the prosecution evidence, statement of the 

accused person recorded u/s 313 Cr.P.C. Accused in his plea submitted that 

his sister in law married brother of Ramesh Nath who is working in the 

C.R.P.F and out of grudge and enmity Ramesh Nath along with C.R.P.F 

personnels picked up him, beaten him and handed over him to police station 

and he is falsely implicated in this case. However, he declined to adduced 

evidence in support of the plea of denial.  

 

6.                               POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:- 

 

i) Whether accused on 19-09-05 at about 02.05 hours at village 

Lakhiganj under Bilasipara PS was found in possession or carried 

prohibited arms and ammunitions viz. i) one hand grenade H.E No. 36 

MK-I (Lot No. 54N OK-98); ii) 4 nos. of live round of 7.62 X 51 mm; iii) 

one igniter set & iv) ne empty case of 7.62 mm X 39mm?  

ii)  Whether accused  on 19-09-05 at about 02.05 hours at village 

Lakhiganj under Bilasipara PS  was in possession of the explosive 

substances for making attempt to cause explosion or keeping there 

explosives with intent to endanger life  or property ? 

ARGUMENT 

7. Ld. Addl. P.P made submission that prosecution by adducing evidence 

of informant and exhibiting seizure list established the prosecution charges 

against accused person.  

8. Per contra Ld. defence counsel submitted that ejahar itself shown that 

search operation conducted by C.R.P.F personnel is against the statutory 

provisions of law as mandate in Cr.P.C. He further submitted that seizure list 

did not establish the prosecution case against the accused as seizure 

witnesses did not support the prosecution allegation that seized arms and 

ammunitions were seized from the physical possession of the accused in their 
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presence. That means seizure list Ext 1 cannot be taken into account against 

the accused without corroboration from the statement of the witnesses.  He 

further submitted that prosecution though adduced evidence of 9 witnesses 

but their evidence clearly shown that they did not support the prosecution 

case and prosecution charge against the accused not at all proved. Rather 

evidence of prosecution witnesses substantiate the defence plea that due to 

enmity Ramesh Nath who is C.R.P.F personnel falsely implicated accused 

taking help of his officers and C.R.P.F battalion and therefore at the time of 

search C.R.P.F personnels did not accompany local police at the time of 

conducting search operation and that alone shown that prosecution case is 

totally false and concocted one against the accused. 

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION & REASON THEREOFF:- 

 

9. PW-1 Sudhir Ch. Nath deposed that he knows the accused but does 

not know the complainant. He deposed while he went to Bilasipara PS in 

connection with an incident of death of woman who died by drowning  in a 

river in his village, police took his signature on the seizure list vide Ext1 but 

he can’t say for what purpose police took his signature on seizure list. PW-1 

was not cross examined by defence. 

10. PW-2 Narayan Nath deposed that he knows the accused but does not 

know the complainant. He deposed one year back he only heard that accused 

had been arrested by police but he does not know why police had arrested 

accused. He further deposed that he does not know anything about the case. 

PW-2 was not cross examined by defence. 

11. PW-3 Anupama Devi deposed that accused is her husband.  She 

deposed in the year 2005 on the day of incident a team of C.R.P.F police 

personnels came to their house at about 11.30 pm and with them one 

C.R.P.F personnel namely Ramesh Nath also came to their house.  She 

deposed C.R.P.F personnels entered into their house by breaking their door 

and forcefully took her husband from house after badly assaulting him. 

Thereafter C.R.P.F personnels took her husband to one mohori Satish Nath’s 

house where C.R.P.F personnels had also beaten up Satish Nath and 

thereafter C.R.P.F personnels arrested her husband and lodged a case 

against him. She deposed Ramesh Nath used to dislike her husband as her 

sister Jhunu Nath married to the brother of Ramesh Nath and Ramesh Nath 

did not like the said relation as Ramesh Nath thought that they(accused side) 
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tactfully gave marriage to her sister with brother of Ramesh Nath. She further 

deposed that as Ramesh Nath disliked her husband, he is the main person 

behind the case against her husband. In cross she stated her husband was 

working as an assistant doctor under Kapataru Scheme. She stated on the 

day of incident C.R.P.F personnel did not find any weapon or explosive 

substances from their house and they forcefully implicated her husband in the 

case.  She stated Ramesh Nath did not want his brother to marry her sister 

and since her sister married with the brother of Ramesh Nath out of love 

affairs said Ramesh Nath formed enmity with them and at his instigation 

complainant lodged the case against her husband. 

12. PW-4 SI Sirajul Hoque deposed that on 19-09-05 while he was posted 

at Bilasipara PS as ASI, some C.R.P.F personnels came to Bilasipara PS and 

handed over recovered arms and ammunition to Bilasipara PS and 

accordingly SI Abdul Aziz Beg had seized the said articles from C.R.P.F. In 

cross he stated he does not anything about the incident. 

13. PW-5 Lakhi Kanta Nath deposed that on 15-11-06 while he was 

posted as O/C at Bilasipara PS, on that period Bilasipara PS case no. 227/05 

was pending for investigation. He deposed seized materials some hand 

grenades, live cartridges and other ammunition in respect vide M.R no. 62/05 

seized by SI Abbas Ali Beg was lying in their malkana. Hence he wrote a 

letter to Commandant, 11th Jat Regiment, Panbari to defuse the explosive 

items. He deposed apart from that he did not investigate the case. PW-5 was 

not cross examined by defence. 

14. PW-6 Hav. Sukra Bahadur Lama is Armorer. He deposed on 04-11-06 

he examined 4 nos. of 7.62 mm ammunition & one fired case in connection  

with Bilasipara PS case no. 227/05 and on examination he found i. all the 

7.62 mm live ammunition 4 nos. mark a Ext A are factory made ii. 5.93 fired 

empty case marked as Ext B is also factory made and after finding out he 

prepared Armour report vide Ext 2.  In cross he stated he received the 

materials on 04-11-06 and examined the same on 05-11-06. He stated he did 

not mention in his report whether the said materials which he received for 

examination were seal packed or not. 

15. PW-7 SI Bani Kanta Sharma deposed that on 07-07-01 while he was 

posted as Attach Officer at Bilasipara PS, O/C Bilasipara PS endorsed him to 

investigate the instant case. He deposed 5 I/O had investigated the instant 

case and after completion of the investigation he submitted charge sheet vide 
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Ext 3 against the accused. In cross he stated he does not know whether 

there is authority sanction is present or not. 

16. PW-8 Md. Nur Uddin deposed that he knows the accused but doesn’t 

know the complainant R.S. Bala Purkar. He deposed he does not know 

anything about the incident. He also doesn’t have any knowledge if any 

goods were recovered in connection with this case. PW-8 was not cross 

examined by defence. 

17. PW-9 R.S. Bala Purkar is informant of this case. He deposed on 19-09-

05 he was posted as Dy. Commandant 29 Bn. C.R.P.F at Salakati Kokrajhar. 

On that day F company of his battalion headed by G.P Singh on received of 

information of existence of grenade and explosive substance at Bilasipara, 

launched an operation at Bilasipara and during search operation in the house 

of accused Harjiban Kumar Nath recovered one hand grenade H.E. No. 36 

MK-01 (Lot no. 54N OK -98), 4 nos. of live round of 7.62 X 51mm, one igniter 

set and one empty case of 7.62 mm X 39mm and seized the same. 

Thereafter, F company commandant G.P Singh handed over accused Harjiban 

Kumar Nath along with said arms and ammunition to the Bilasipara PS and 

being senior officer of his battalion he lodged the ejahar vide Ext 4. In cross 

he stated he was not part of the search operation party and therefore he was 

not present at the time of search and recovery of seized arms and 

ammunitions.  He stated he lodged the ejahar as per information received by 

him from G.P. Singh, Company Commandant, F Company of his battalion.    

18. On scrutiny of evidence of PW-9 it is seen that informant was not 

present at the time of conducting search operation by the F company of their 

C.R.P.F Battalion and he lodged ejahar vide Ext 4 as per information given to 

him by G.P. Singh, F company commandant of his battalion.  That shown that 

ejahar is lodged based on the information received from other person. PW-9 

is not the party of the search operation. His evidence does not point recovery 

of any arms and ammunition from the possession of present accused. 

19. Evidence of PW-1 is that one day when he went to the Bilasipara 

police station in connection with death of woman, police took his signature   

on Ext 1 but he is unaware of the fact why his signature is taken in the 

seizure list and for what purpose. Evidence of PW-1 shown that his signature 

was taken by the police on the police station, not at the place of occurrence. 

Exhibit 1 also shown that IO seized materials of Ext 1 from the complainant 

PW-9 at police station. Thus, it made clear that PW-1 was not present at the 

place of occurrence at the time of seize of arms and ammunition. 
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20. Evidence of PW-2 is only confined to the fact that he only knows that 

accused was arrested but reason for arrest of accused is not known to him. 

PW-3 stated due to the enmity of the fact that her sister married with brother 

of Ramesh Nath who is C.R.P.F personnel entered into their house by 

breaking the door, assaulted her husband, took him and handed him over to 

police.  This witness’s evidence substantiate  the defence plea taken by the 

accused at the time of recording statement of accused u/s 313 Cr.P.C. and 

evidence of PW-3 brings a different story which goes in favour of the 

accused. 

21. As per Evidence of PW-4 he was working at Bilasipara PS as ASI on 

19-09-05 and on that day while he was on duty, C.R.P.F came to the 

Bilasipara PS and handed over him some arms and ammunitions which 

C.R.P.F personnels recovered during operation and another SI of police A.A 

Beg seized the same from C.R.P.F personnels. Evidence of PW-4 goes also in 

the line of PW-1. It is seen that vide Ext 1 IO seized arms and ammunitions 

at police station from PW-9. It further pointed that police personnels of local 

police station were not present at the time of search operation   and also 

witness of the seizure list were not present at the place of occurrence at the 

time of operation and seizure of arms and ammunitions.  Thus seizure list do 

not established  the fact that seized arms and ammunitions  were recovered 

from the physical possession of the accused person as alleged by the 

prosecution beyond all reasonable doubt. 

22. Evidence of PW-5 confined to the fact that as seized ammunitions 

were live, he wrote letter to the Commandant, 11th Jat Regiment, Indian 

Army, Panbari to defuse the explosive items. His evidence does not lead any 

chain to connect recovery of seized explosives from the physical possession 

of accused.     

23. PW-6 Hav. Sukra Bahadur Lama examined the seized material and 

according to him those were factory made and live ammunitions.  His 

evidence also does not connect seized arms and ammunitions examined by 

him with recovery of the same from physical possession of accused. PW-7 

stated he only submitted the charge sheet. PW-8 denied any knowledge 

about the prosecution allegation against the accused.  

24. Thus, in view of my aforesaid discussion and upon scanning and 

analysis of the evidence on record I have come to my considerate finding that 

prosecution miserably failed to bring home charges u/s 25(1-A) Arms Act and 

section 4 of Explosive Substances Act against the accused person and 
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therefore accused Harjiban Kumar Nath is acquitted from the charge of 

section 25(1-A) Arms Act and section 4 Explosive Substances Act and is set at 

liberty. 

25. Seized explosives substances be destroyed in due course of time in 

accordance with law, if not destroyed and seized live cartridges may be 

handed over to state Armour in course of due time as per procedure of law.  

26. Bail bond of accused person will remain stands for next six (6) months 

u/s 437(A) Cr.P.C. 

27.  Send back the GR case record to the learned committal Court with a 

copy of the judgment.  

28. Given under hand and seal of this Court on this 11th day of January, 

2018 at Bilasipara.  

 

 

 

(Smti S. Bhuyan) 

                           Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 

 

  Dictated and Corrected by me, 

 

          (Smti S. Bhuyan) 

 Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 

Typed by, 

Swmkhwr Brahma, Stenographer Gr. III. 
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APPENDIX 

 

PROSECUTION WITNESS:- 

 PW-1 Sudhir Ch. Nath,  

 PW-2 Narayan Nath,  

 PW-3 Anupama Devi,  

 PW-4 Sirajul Hoque,  

 PW-5 Lakhi Kanta Nath,  

 PW-6 Hav. Sukra Bahadur Lama,  

 PW-7 Bani Kanta Sharma,  

 PW-8 Md. Nur Uddin,  

 PW-9 R.S. Bala Purkar 

PROSECUTION EXHIBIT:- 

 Ext 1 Seizure list,  

 Ext 2 Armour report,  

 Ext 3 Chargesheet and  

 Ext 4 Ejahar. 

  

DEFENCE WITNESS :- NIL 

DEFENCE EXHIBITES :- NIL 

COURT EXHIBITES :- NIL 

COURT WITNESS :- NIL  

                                                                    (Smti S. Bhuyan) 

     Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 


